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Fall 1998 Neophytes stepping out

Hines, administrators lose
civil suit, owe $250,000
ing attended by the College of Arts and
Austin,. TX
Dr. Charles Hines, President of
Prairie View A&MUniversity (PVAMU),
and three othe:& top administrators have
been found guilty by a federal jury of
maliciously violating the civil rights of
William A Foster III, mathematics professor. The jury awarded Foster, a former
faculty member of the university approximately $250,000 for lost wages,
mental anguish and punitive damages.
Foster began ·s employment at
the uni •ersi in 99 s a nontenure
track in tructor of mathematics, work-

As the sun set on Nov. 18, the ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. prepare to awe the world with their 84 Legends of
Mystique, Sophomore Robin Franklin leads her line sisters in
their probate performance.

ing on one year contracts. In 1994, e
emerged as the leader of a movement to
found a chapter of the Texas Faculty
Association (TFA) on the campus.
According to a TFA bulletin, he
organized TFA meetings, disseminated
information on the organization, and
spoke out on issues of importance to the
faculty. When a TFA chapter was
founded at PVAMU in the fall of 1995,
Foster became the president.
In particular, Foster advocated
for a salary increase for the underpaid
PVAMU faculty.
In October 1995, Foster questioned President Hines at a public meet-

Sciences faculty about how the president intended to use funds gener~ted by
an anticipated large increase in general
student fees.
Foster was concerned that Hines
did not intend to use the funds for faculty and staff salary increases.
In early January 1996, Foster
received a notice of termination from
Hines. Foster's termination was approved by Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs Dr. E.J. ThomasSmith, Dean Dr. Edward Martin, and
Department Head Dr. Evelyn Thornton.
The three were also n&D1ed as defen-

s it and were found
guilty (along with Hines) of violating

Foster's constitutional rights.
When asked about the present
standing of the situation, Dean Martin
said, "The decision may possibly be appealed, so we are not free to talk about it
(the case)."
Foster said, "The jury sent a
powerful message to the administration
of Prairie View A&M University: don't
mess with the civil rights of your employees. Now faculty and staff at Prairie
View will feel free to ... speak out on
issues of public concern without fear of

See Suit on page 15

Beckwith honored as first Ms. Krimson and Kream
By Jo-Carolyn Goode
Panther Staff

Beauty, elegance,
grace, and style was in the
presence ofthose in attendance
on Nov. 18, 1998 atthe history
making debut of the first Miss
Krimson and Kream Pageant
hosted by the brothers ofKappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
The master and mistress of ceremonies were Alzo
Slade and Trina Stanberry.

The two took the audience on the wave to the ''The
Next Millennium," the
pageant's theme. After hours
upon hours of practice five
young ladies vied for the glorious title, competing in the
areas of swimwear, talent,
evening gown, and on-stage
interview.
Sophomore Ashley L.
Thompson, junior Elaina D.
Edmonson, junior Cicely M.
Beckwith, junior Lakisha E.
Patterson, andjunior Kendria

L. Moore were all lovely and
very talented, but one was
extraordinary. Beckwith was
that one and she walked away
with the crown.
Beckwith captured
the hearts of judges William
Young, Vernon J. Rush, Willie
High Coleman, Jr., Denise
Simmons, and Tanya E. M.
Williams with her enchantingvocals of"Eye On the Sparrow".

See Pageant on page 15

Photo by Gitonga M'Mbijjewe

Junior Cicely Beckwith
Ms. Krimson and Kream
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VIEWPOINTS

Organizations include
commitment going
beyond this campus
By Tiara M. Ellis
Editor-in-Chief

Once upon a time belonging to a group was as simple
as being an athlete or a socialite. Then college brought a whole
new aspect to belonging with sororities and fraternities. All of
a sudden it became that much more selective. Or is it?
Note the use of the term selective, not exclusive.
Exclusivity denotes excluding or leaving certain•persons out.
The power to exclude is left to a body of government. But
selective has an inclusive tone. It refers to being chosen for
certain characteristics or specific excellence. Organizations
should not exclude, but be selective in their choices of potential
members.
And people looking to join organizations should be
particular when making that decision. The best way to do so
is to attend interest meetings, seminars, and community

See Commitment on pa e 3
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By Stephen C. Price
Staff Writer

As a college student, I am constantly trying to find ways
to amuse myself to prevent one of those school induced or
related nervous breakdowns.
You know which ones I am talking about. Let me know
ifl hit a nerve. You have not been home since school started, or
you have too many projects due at one time, you have too many
jobs trying to pay for school, boyfriend or girlfriend problems,
or failing by midterm.
It seems as if the list goes on and on.
However, if you are like me then you do not have much
time to relax or rest, or alot of money to go out when you have
that rare, seemingly unbelievable free time.
We all know that whenever we get any source of funds
we try to stretch that dollar as long as humanly possible. All of
our other money sources, like our parents, are tired of sending
us money. So what do you do?
Networking is the key. If you have any friends or a car,
or friends with cars, then you at least have a chance to escape
from the boredom you suffer during the school year.
Here is a lists of some cheap thrills you can do to keep
from going completely insane, because we all know that you can
not study forever:
1. Whenever you have at least an hour offree time, take
a nap. Sleep will give you that extra energy that you need to get
through those two and three hour classes.
2. Work out. Exercing gives you endurance, strength,
and self esteem. Also. getting in shape as well helps relieve any
stress that might be building up.
3. Rent movies or go to movie night on the yard. It is free
and sometimes they even give out free stuff.
4. Go to -the game rooms. They have poof tables, air
hockey, arcade games, board games; dominoes, and card games.
5. Hit up the clubs like O~sis, ChocolateTown, Roxy,
Jamaica-Jamaica, and- Jus' Jokin Comedy on college night
where you can get in free or at discounted rates with ID.
6. Go Bowing.
7. Go to Fraternity or Sorortiy party.
8. Go to Putt-Putt Golf.

See Cheap on page 3
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Letters to the Editor
This letter was submitted by the theatre students and the
Charles Gilpin Players who were visited by the Dean and
Director of a Prestigious Conservatory

jlll< Ve11Tv~A fll•H•Mai

Dear Editor-in-Chief of The Panther,
On Nov. 18, 1998, the students of the Theatre Arts
program were visited by two prestigious members of the
faculty of the California Institute of the Arts (CalArts),
Professors Susan Solt and Fran Bennett. Professors Solt is
the Dean for CalArts and Fran Bennett is the Director of
Acting.
This was a very special day for the students because
they had the opportunity to speak with Solt and Bennett
about information on how to get into the graduate school
and also ask questions about the special training the school
offers.
Pearls of knowledge were dropped by Bennett. She
encouraged the student to excel in every aspect of their
education because each day is a moment that will never be
received again. Her words echoed the teachings of Prairie
View's own director of acting, C. Lee Turner, who emphasizes that a good actor is a knowledgeable one. Bennett also
gave the students tips on how to have a strong, well presented audition.
This was not the first time members of CalArts
visited the campus. In 1990, Professor Ruben Sierra, the
former Dean of CalArts, came to the campus and awarded
six students scholarships to this esteemed school.
Sierra said that he was overwhelmed by the talent
at Prairie View and he planned to commit at least one
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Commitment from page 2
service activities hosted by these organizations.
This not only expresses your interest
in the group, but opens you up to meeting new
people. Attending the interest meetings of
various oyganizationa does not neceaaa.ri\-y

show confusion. It actually shows an ability

scholarship a year to a student from the PVAMU theatre

to make intelJigent choices based on personal

program.
This is a major compliment to Prairie View and the
program because CalArts accepts a limited number of
students per year.
The visit from these distinguished guests inspired
the students to reach higher heights and renewed the
departments commitment to excellence.

experience.
However, after committing to one organization or another, there are certain expectations of that individual. . Primarily, ~e
or she is expected to be dedicated to their
decision and not show some of the flightiness
our generation is so commonly known for.
Make a choice and stick to it. People
have been known to have interviews for one
organization and when not chosen, gained
membership into another organization of the
same caliber.
This frivolity says a lot about the type
of loyalty he or she has for the fraternity or
sorority. How can you declare your interest
to become a member of an organization, then
change your mind when not accepted?

- ------------

'1\\t. ~01euR, AS A WIT~t5S,'"

Everyone pursues a sorority or fraternity for different reasons. The parties
and bonding are only part of becoming a
member of a fraternity or sorority in college.
It is the lifelong commitment to that
organization's goal that others don't see.
Aft.er graduation tb.at commitment
only continue on into another le

1 of' com-

munity service. Some try to pledge £or thf:

social status; others do it to better something or someone other than themselves.
Then there are those who pledge to belong.
People trying to belong are so focused on that one goal that often times they
don't care what they belong to. Those are the
people who jump from one thing to another
searching for acceptance, when they should
be looking within to find that acceptance.
Since everyone who applies to an
organization can not become a member, it is
important to remain dedicated. Those who
don't give up, show perseverance. Those
who don't, don't. It is simply a matter of how
much you want to become a part of this
sorority or fraternity.

Cheap from page 2

Why are we smiling? We've all
discovered America's best kept
secret, the Army National Guard
- and you can too. With the
Montgomery G.l. Bill, college
tuition assistance and a good
monthly paycheck, we're all earning money for college. And since
the Guard is a part-time commitment, we have time to attend
classes now!
In the Army National Guard
you can learn career skills, _make
friendships that will last a life-

time, and be there to help when
your neighbors need you most.
Call your local recruiter today.
Finding out more about what the
Guard offers may put a smile on
your face.
1-800-GO-GUARD

9. Play Basketball,Ping Pong, Tennis, Football or
other sports.
10. Do whatever is safe, affordable and makes you
happy.
With some options, you need access to a car, and if gas ~s a
problem then all those who want to go anywher e should pitch
in th e necassary money to get to and from your destination.

TEXAS

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter to the
editorat P. 0 . Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 77446 or in the
Memorial Student Center, room 114. All submissions are
subject to editing and must include the author's name and
telephone number.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Freshman class searches for a star among themselves
Aqueelah Anderson
Panther Staff

On Nov. 21, 1998,
Prairie
View
A&M
University's (PVAMU) freshman class proudly hosted its
Star Search '98 called" Reaching for the Stars".
As rappers, comedians, dancers, and male and

female spokesmodels , and
singers reached for the stars,
the audience was reminded of
the real star search aired in
the nineties.
They even displayed
semifinals, finals, and commercials to give the original
effect.
There were six of
PVAMUs own student lead-

ers as judges; Mike Wilson,
president of the junior class,
Wayne Johnson II, Mr. Prairie View 98-99, Lum-Awah
Atang, Miss Prairie View 9899, Eric Johnson, the former
Mr. Prairie View, To0:ya Williams, Miss Prairie View's first
runner up, and Ebony Fashion Fair model, Marlon
Johson.

Cliff Gatlin took the
stage first singing " Why We
Sing". Then, the audience was
entertained with a dance performed by Michael Rice. Next
were the rappers of the North
and South Side Connection.
Afterwards Makada
Sunyika and Erin Liggins
touched the viewers with their
wonderful voices. Liggins won

in the first round to compete
in the semi-finals against
Cecily Wagner.
In the second round of
the semi-finals viewers got to
see the competitors like vocalists Julian Claire and Wagner,
dancer John Milo , comedian
Ron Hall, rappers Two Fools
on the Rise, and spokesmodel
Tasha Woodard.

IN MANY COMPANIES IT TAKES YEARS

To PROVE You CAN LEAD ...

photo by Glenn Russell
Po\itica\ science professor Dr. lmari Obadele speaks at leadership confrence in MSC Ballroom. The confrence was organized
by Jessie Muhammad located behind Obadele.

Movement for independence among
the Black community encouraged
ference consisted of words of
wisdom, a rap performance,
News Editor
inspirational speeches, a gosIf the question is pro- pel solo, and a question and
posed, many may not know answer panel discussion.
that
Dr.
Encouraging
J e w e l
leadership
Prestage is
among the
a professor "The 11101·t,111t·11t /tJr i11deat Prairie JJ<'11rlc·11r r'. s/u/r· JJUU'<'r (I/Id community
and home poView A&M tl,e /i·,·('(!0111 of'JJ<'Oflfr•
litical science
University. s///J///r/ /J(, i-<Jl!/111111111.,J,,
professor Dr.
('/1('0/tr(l_!..!<'rl."
I m a r i
Others may
Obadele,
psynot have the
-fo/(/ri Ohudele
chology
knowledge
poht1cul S('iencc
teacher Dr.
t h a t
Bernita C.
Prestage is
Berry and
the first
University of
B l a c k
woman to earn a Ph.D. in Houston senior, Tisha
political science within the Muhammad from the Nation
of Islam, were accompanied
United States.
Having this type of by other speakers.
Together the speakinformation ready to share,
student Jessie Muhammad ers prompted those present
organized a leadership con- at the conference to take hold
ference in the Memorial Stu- of the future and rely upon
the know ledge of their ancesdent Center on Nov.18.
With music provided tors. They also encouraged
by African drummers, the con- Black independence.

By Santees Bowers

I

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem hke much t,me to prove you 're capable of bemg a leader. But if
you 're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an
· Officer pf.Mannes And Officer Candidates School (OCS) ,s where you'll get the chance to prove
you 've got what ,t takes to lead a Ide full of exotement, full of challenge, full of honor Anyone
can say they ·ve got 1vhat ,t takes to be a leader, we 'll g,ve ·you ten weeks to prove ,t For
more mformat,on call I-BOO-MARINES, or contact us on the Internet at www Mannes com

Marines

The Few. The Proud.
MARINE

OFFICl:R
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CAMPUS NEWS
Organizations probate for students

Cans, clothes and money collected for the holidays

Kandyace Mayberry

Santee's Bowers

Panther Staff

TheofficeofStudent
Activities sponsored the fall
probate show Thursday,
Nov. 19, 1998, bringing together old and new members of campus fraternities
and sororities.
The show opened
with the brothers of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
The neophytes excited the
audience with theirstepping
and enthusiasm.
The ladies of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
were next. The 84 girls were
dressed in all black and
thrilled the crowd with their
attitude.
The Wisconsin Sleepers gained five new members.
Kappa Kappa Psi also
took in ·ust a few
s.

After they finished
stepping, they were joined
by other members as well as
the ladies ofTau Beta Sigma
Next up were the ladies of the blue and white,
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
The next two groups
consisted ofnon-Greek organizations, Rho Chi Psi, and
Sigma Rhomeo.
The 15 new members of
Rho Chi Psi dressed in oversized baseballjerseys.
The men of Sigma
Rhomeo were up next.
They entertained everyone with their cane twirling act among three guys.
The last organization
to perform was the brothers
ofOmega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc.
There were other fall
lines that did not participate
in the show.

News Editor

Coming together like
many families do, various organizations worked to accomplish the same goal for the
holidays - helping those in
need.
Collecting cans,
money,and clothes, many
groups joined in the effort to
help others.
KappaAlphaPsi, Phi
Beta Sigma, the National
AssociaitonofBlackJournalists, KPVU radio station, and
many community members
participated in the drives. All
ofthe donations collected will
be used to aid people who are
less fortunate.
With the profits from
their Kappa Basketball Food
Drive tournament, the organization will take their donations to the same church the

.
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Taking an outside apPrairie View Alumni Chapter
supports. Kappas Roderick proach, Phi Beta Sigma fraMartindale, James Williams, ternity held its traditional
Samuel Wesley, Darien drive in the new student park
Belcher, Brandon Allen and on Nov. 19. Offering free barothers went door to door in the becue with donations, the orVillage and dorms to make their ganization collected money,
clothes, and perishable items.
drive successful.
'The whole fraternity
participated in the drive," mechanical engineer Terrance
Toliver said. ''We also clean a
church every Saturday and
maintain a highway that we
"\re also cleo11 a cllllrcl,
adopted."
,,1·,,ry Sut11rduy unr!
With announcements
111ai11tui11 u l,ig/11caytlwt
over the airwaves Olivia Siner
fl'(' (l(/uJJfl'<I. "
and general manager of
KPVU Larry Coleman, also
Tcrmll<'<' Tolil'er
joined
together to collect items
J!l'Cl1<111iml E11J.[i11eer
for families.
After the December 18
. dead.line the radio station will
donate its items to Saint
Peter's Baptist Church and
Light House Church, they did
during Thanksgiving.

rly
storewide sale
great holiday gifts
GE~R

including styles from , • • • ••• , ,
•

Memorial Student Center

409-857-4221

sale runs now through December 31st
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Annual Waller high school career day proves to be a success
:

.

I

PV AMU Student Enrolhnent Services personnel, Darlene Clark, LaTonia Gertman, Linda
Durham, Belinda Lew, and Nicole Daniels Bradford poses in the new Waller High School
Library before serving as presenters at the high school's annual Career Day.

Stephanie Burman
Special to The Panther

One hundred-fifteen
volunteer presenters from a
wide range ofoccupations and
professions showed up at the

new Waller High School
Wednesday, Nov. 4
to take part in the school's
annual Career Day.
"This is a big event for
us,"
Principal
Danny
Twardowski told the group in
(WHS) on

his welcoming remarks, and
the truth in that statement
was underscored by the obvious amount of attention that
went into preparations for the
four-hour event.
In a coordinated effort

Late humanitarian continues
helping others through internships
By Patrina A. Bostic
Panther St.aff

Efforts ofthe late Congressman Mickey Leland set
the standard for the Texas
Legislative Internship Program (TLIP) implemented in
1990.
The program was
sponsored by Texas Senator
Rodney Ellis and administered by the Mickey Leland
Center on World Hunger and
Peace at Texas Southern University (TSU).
The paid, full-semester program provides opportunities for undergraduate
and graduate students in
Texas to serve as legislative
interns during the legislative
session.
"Students who are interested in the political process and in the kind of humanitarian service exemplified by the late Congressman
Mickey Leland are encouraged
to apply for admission to
TLIP," said Ellis.
TLIPwill provide stu-

dents with first-hand knowledge of the critical issues facing our community and state."
Interns participate in
all facets of the governmental
process and are exposed to
the legislative process ofboth
houses.
Specific areas of concentration include criminal
justice, education, transportation, health and human services, commerce, banking and
finance, insurance, intergovernmental relations, employment and more.
Students serve as legislative assistants in the offices of ranking members of
the Legislature, including the
Governor, Lt. Governor, Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court
and various other state agencies.
A minimum ofsix and
a maximum of fifteen academic credit hours are earned
for participating in TLIP,
which combines academic
study and research with supervised practical training.
"Students will be on

the forefront of the development oflegislative initatives,"
said Sherill Carrington,
project director of the Mickey
Leland Center on World Hunger and Peace at TSU.
According
to
Carrington, "the experience
will be one they will never
forget."
Applicants must complete and submit an official
application, resume, two letters of recommendation, an
official transcript of60 semester hours or more, a writing
sample, proof of financial aid
(ifapplicable) and verification
of enrollment to qualify for
admittance into the program.
Carnngton said students are chosen according to
their political interest, GPA
and enthusiasm.
"Students who participate in TLIP are often offered
permanent employment with
members ofthe legislature and
various state agencies," said
Ellis.
"The intern's conduct must be
exemplary."

.
that seemed to go off without
a hitch, students served their
guests a well-received fajita
salad luncheon prepared by
students of the WHS Nutrition and Food Service class
and members of the school's
FFAandFHA StudentCouncilmembers, who were responsible for attractive autumn
table decorations, also served
as greeters, while members of
the school's Business and Professional organization assisted
with parking and other hosting duties.
Three hospitality
rooms were also made available for presenters during
breaks in afternoon activities.
In turn, a noticeable
amount of preparation had
been done by the presenters
who adjourned to individual
classrooms after lunch to share
information about their careers with three consecutive
groups of students interested
in the possibility ofpursuing a
career in that particular field.

All four of the school's
grade levels participated in
the event which included
speakers in seven major areas, including Environmental and Agricultural Science,
and Engineering and Industrial Technology. Following
guidelines suggested by the
school, presenters shared
with their audiences such
things as what led them to
t11eir particular career, its
advancement opportunities
and benefits, college or training required, and stresses or
pressures created by theirjobs
as well as satisfactions.
Noting that most of
the students, especially those
in younger grades, have not
made career choices yet, WHS
Counselor Donna Suggitt explained, "the purpose of Career Day is to get the students
thinking about all thejobpossibilities out there and the
educational background
they'll need for the ones that
interest them."
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Omega Week strengthens image of organization
By J ont e , Garre tt

In addition to the
th fr
ceremony,
e aternity also dedicated its shield and
The Fall 1998 semesrepainted its tree.
ter has been bombarded with
go
A campus
activities for both the students
wide cleanup was
and staff at Prairie View A&M
< sponsored by the
University (PVAMU).
~ Omegas on WednesThe week of Novemday. The fraternity
ber 16-20, officially Omega
,::, also challenged the
Week at PVAMU, was no different.
brothers of Phi Beta
In an effort to change
= Sigma to a game of
flag football in hopes
the image of the organization, Robert Welch perform§ in the fall
the brothers of the Rho Theta probate show during Omega Week.
ofunifying all Greek
Chapter ofOmega Psi Phi Fraorganizations . The
ternity, Inc. held various ac- the brothers proved them- Sigmas reigned victorious over
tivities daily to strengthen selves to be caring and con- the Omegas with a score of 14their campus presence and to cerned young men.
7.
continue in the success of their
In addition to earning
The end of Omega
organization. From seminars the respect of the ladies on Week was highlighted by a
to parties, the fraternity en- campus, the brothers of party at the Newman Center
tertained and motivated the Omega Psi Phi hoped they on Thursday and a fraternity
student body of PVAMU.
would be able to mend broken social on Friday held for the
On Monday, the fra- ties with administrators and faculty and staff members.
ternity impressed the ladies staff on campus.
The social was aimed
of the student body and adTuesday, the Omega's at bonding past members and
ministration by presenting held a Founder's Day Cer- enlightening current members
them with a single carnation. emony in recognition of the of the potential of the organiThrough this noble gesture, founders of the organization. zation.

Panther Staff
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MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm sure my
college degree and good grades kept me in the running. But
in the enditwas the leadership and management experience
I got through Army ROTC that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me responsibility, sell discipline
and leadership. Those are things you just can't learn from a
textbook. I don't know where I'd be right now if I hadn't
enrolled in Army ROTC, but I do know one thing for sure ... I
wouldn't be here.
Find out more. Contact Captain Kizzie at 857-4612.

m

ARMY ROTC

TD SMARTEST COWGE COUISE JOU CU 'DIE

·\-:~
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NATIONAL NEWS

U.S. gives Iraq last
chance ultimatum
Saddam Huissein does little to sanction U.S.
trust in his word
Sano Jackson
Panther Staff

Just hours before
the Clinton Administration
led air-strikes, Saddam
Hussein hesitated as the
exhausted White House declared victory, for now.
According to Time
I Magazine, The Clinton Administration "agreed to cooperate with the United Nations again."
According to World
News, the latest crisis over
the U.N. weapon inspections
was the last chance for
Hussein to cooperate. Britain and the U.S. agreed that
if he reneged on his promises, they would strike.

Early in August, the
CIA warned the U.S. that
Saddam would soon stop cooperating with spot inspections.
"I think everyone understands that this is the last
go-round as far as Saddam is
concerned," stated Defense
Secretary William Cohen.
The White House
stated they would "forestall
military action" if Saddam
disagreed with inspection. ·
Cohen stated, "They
did one remarkable job in
isolating them." Therefore,
the White House had no
chance ofgiving him a chance
to do so.
Hussein wrote a letterclearly stating complaints
that inspections and sanctions were enough.

However, the U.S.
opposed the letter saying
"they are arguing to take yes
for an answer and were saying it's a fraudulent yes"
According to Time
Magazine, the U.S. insists
that Saddam is hiding stockpiles of germ weapons and
the equipment to produce
them.
Hussein wants relief
for the inspections and sanctions, and says his word is
good. However, the U.S. says
he does not earn relief, and
his word is not trustworthy
enough.
So the question still
lacks a good answer by the
U.S. in determiningwhether
Hussein is full of"missiles or
paper promises" or is ready
to start all over again.
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"All your Beauty Needs"
Waller Village
31315 FM 2920 Waller, TX 77484

Toll Fue (409} 931-326,
Resale & Victorian Lamp
Shades

Self Service Laundry

Entertainment Editor
Business Manager
Staff Reporters

Air Conditioned
Open 7 days a week

7 a.m-9 p.m.
last wash 8:40 p.m.
Wash & Fold Service
.60 lb. / over 35 lbs. - .50 lb.

2302 MAIN
WALLER, TEXAS
409-372-9190
1-800-442-8929

HAIR TECH

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

e

SCREEN PRINTH;•EM3ROIDERV
• BANNERS & SIGNS
• CUSTOM IMPRINTED
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

\1

RUB .. A .. DUB

1102 Lafayette

.Jll..

.A

";::;~~::6~~~as ~
~

~i~{~E:!•

F.re-sh-N-F.ry
Se-at"ood
203 Bremond
Hempstead, TX
(409) 826-3568
Specials: Fnes Included
10 Shrimp ................... $4.99
8 Chicken Wings .......... 2. 75
6 Shrimp & 4 Nuggets .3.99
3 pc. Drum Fish .......... .5.50
2 pc. Catfish Fillets ..... . 3.99

y{J7f!JJ[Q/

'97-'98

YEARBOOKS

COMING
SOON!

GOI.D-

If you aremaJoring in Business,
Advertising Art, Communications, or just interested
Apply in Student Publications.
MSCrooml14

To Place an ad in
¢If 'l/' lb <1 IP fl lJJ tJ lb <1 lf ~
please contact
Student Publications
@ (409) 857-2132 / 4107 /
fax @857-2340 or come
by the Memorial Student

Center
Room 114

Answers t1>
King Crossword

..:

MIE SH• SH u ■ A PIS E
AIG EE ■ p I N ■ F LIA Y
GIO L DIR us H ■ R OIV E
• GIU N• OB EVIE D
H E LEIN ■ B RA S•
AC ID ■ RUS H HIO UR
ONE S ■ PLY
~
'ti 0 U RIH AND ■ CANA
..,; HIE DY ■ D Y L A N
A L L OIW s ■ Al M-•
MA ID ■ HA ND B 010 K
. B I I(
E ■ OD D ■ A BILE
ID ES ■ WA Y ■ L I IE N

-

••
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Book Revievv
By Munir Saafir
Staff Writer

Sanyik.aShakur's autobiography "Monster" is a
personal account of the Los
Angeles gang culture that has
spread across the United
States. Comparing his life as
an Eight Trey Gangster Crip
to that of a combat soldier, he
forces the reader to explore
the causes ofthe complex gang
culture beyond the simplistic
views often expressed by the
news media.
On the same day of
his graduation from elementary school, Shakurwas initiat.ed into the EightTreyGangster Crips by receiving a beating by the gang members and
lat.er by shooting at their enemies, the Bloods. He dedicat.ed his life to promoting his
set (a particular gang in the
various Crip or Blood gangs)
and reaching the highest level
of gang status called O.G.
(original gangster).
Soon after his initiation
Shakur received the name
Monster for the brutal beating of a robbery victim, which
became his gang nickname.
In the gang culture,
the only way tt) gain respect
was through violence towards
the set's enemies and reckless promotion of a member's
set
through
graffiti,
handsigns, color wearing and
conversation. Atfirst,hisset's
enemies were Bloods but after a fist-fight that ended in a
shooting, a war erupted between Monster's gang and the
Rollin 60's crips. The Rollin
60's, who were formerly
friends of the Eight Tray

Gangsters, becametheirnumber one enemy.
Monster invested all
of his time into ~urdering and
destroying the 60's and other
enemy sets and supporting the
survival and dominance of his
set. In the process, Monster
was severely beaten, shot and
incarcerated.
In "Monster," Shakur
explores not only the physical
violence of the gang culture
but also looks into the effects
ofthe gang on his family. Even
though he remained living in
his mother's home, he and his
mother did not communicate.
She was against him being a
gang member and to Monster
that was an unforgivable infraction. His younger brother
was also initiated into the
Eight Trey Gangsten.
The real life story of
"Monster" reads like a fastpaced, action-packed crime
novel. In mainstream society,
Shakur would be considered a
mass murderer because of the
sheer number of people he
killed. Yet in his environment,
he was respected and revered
for his ruthless promotion of
his set. In his culture, incarceration is expected and even
looked on as honorable.
"Monster" forces the
reader to ponder on the vast
differences between the classes
of society that lead to gang
warfare. It does not support
gang warfare but shows the
human reasons and emotions
that cause gang violence.
Shakur provides a human face
for the gang members that are
often portrayed as less than
human by politicians and mass
media.

By La Shanda Lombard
Staff Writer

Segregation on buses in Montgomery, Ala. was completely demolished after a long
hard battle.
·
A 381-day bus boycott was organized due to the arrest of Rosa Parks for refusing to
give up her seat to a white man, on Dec. 1, 1955.
This arrest was the start of a great struggle.
The boycott started in December of 1955 and continued without interruption until
Dec. 21, 1956.
People would walk several miles a day back and forth to work to avoid riding buses.
As black men and women walked pass bus stops, they would notice that most of the
buses were empty with not more than about five passengers on the bus.
The bus system of Montgomery lost a large sum of money without the support of the
black passengers.
. . ~lacks would acclimate themselves to walking and receiving rides everywhere to
avoid nding the buses no matter how far. Not one black face was seen on the buses.
On Nov. ~~• 1956,_ the United States Supreme Court upheld an earlier three-judge
federal court decision which ruled that segregation on a common carrier violated the due
process and equal protection of the law clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment
This famous bus boycott was recognized all over the world and its succe~s motivated
many similarly fashioned protest throughout the South.
The National Association of the Advancement of Colored People lNAACP) prov\ded
valuable legal supporf: and handled the case as it went through the judicial process.
As a direct and enduring legacy of the bus boycott, King in 1957 established the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference, intended to organize black clergymen "to assert
their human dignity through nonviolent protest against segregation."
Blacks did not have many privileges, so they fought and stayed together as one and
many things became possible because of this strong unity of togetherness.
There were many people who contributed to the bus boycotts' success, but the
struggle for many other civil rights continued through and after the boycotts' victory.

eremony
celebrates those
1ost in slavery
By Tina M. Ellis
Copy Editor

On July 3, 1999, a
monument honoring the millions of people who lost their
lives at the hands of slavery
between the 15th and 19thcen- ,
turies will be lowered into the
1
Atlantic Ocean's Middle Passage. The Middle Passage is !
the route used by slave traders
to transport slaves from Africa i
to North America.
There will be six replicas of the monument made to
stand in Africa, the Caribbean,
Central America, Europe,
North America, and South
America. These six countries
were the major sites of slave
activity. The monuments will
stand as a constant reminder
of the turmoil caused by the
slave trade.

----

"Special Notice"
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Southwestern Province

Before any undenaaduate chapter of K4PJJaA/pha Psi can
initiate men, the chapter must be certified Of recertified.
Absolutely no metµbership intake activities (e.g., activities and
events leading to and associated with recruitment, selection,
education. and initiation of men interested in joining Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity, Inc.) will be permitted w:iQr to
chapter certification or recertification.
It is the policy of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
that hazing in any form is illegal. Violators will
be subject to disciplinary action and possible
prosecution by appropriate authorities.

Individuals may contact International Headquarters of
Kappa Alpha Psi by writing 2322-24 N. Broad Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19132-4590 or by calling (215) 2287184. Individuals may contact the Southwestern
Province council Regional Office by writing to P.O.
Box 64998, Baton Rouge. LA 70896 or calling (504)
927-0383.
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Gospel music genius Kirk Franklin wants you to Dance for the Lord
Ft. Worth native pushes the boundaries of contemporary gospel music with his soulful, yet sanctified sounds
faces constantly, and just
like the race from which
he descends, he overcomes
only to progress in his efforts to preach the word of
God through music.
"'
One can only
"C
8 speculate as to what the
~ verdict is because before
·E it is even announced, the
~ enthusiastic praise joint,
~ "Revolution," bumps
0
~ through the speakers
~ sounding
ever
so
~ "Stomp"esque with its
8 funky rhythm and catchy
.90 hook, a sound that
f prompts the aforementioned accusations.
Gospel music's Kirk Franklin blesses fans
Franklin adds fuel
with his latest release, The Nu Nation Project
to the already blazing inferno when he and Rodney
We first heard the their number one internaJerkins, producer of
sounds of gospel music ge- tional hit "Stomp" from the
Brandy, Whitney Housnius Kirk Franklin less phenomenal album, God's
ton, Tatyana Ali and cothan four years ago when Property From Kirk
producer of this particuhe blessed us with his Franklin's Nu Nation,
lar track, spit righteous
groundbreaking debut, Franklin has returned to
rhymes like: "What you
Kirk Franklin & The Fam- grace listene-rs with his latfeeling, what ·you want
ily, which took the industry est endeavor, The Nu Nason? I Who you callin' to
by storm and provided a tion Project, an uplifting
son?
I You know Jesus is
sound for gospel music un- combination of songs inspirheard. His second LP, ing to the mind, heart and the true son, the second in
the trinity I I know you
Whatcha Lookin' 4, picked soul.
Opening the CD is f eelin' Him / 500 days left
up right where the latter
left offasitwasjam-packed "Interlude: The Verdict," a until the millennium ...."
with soul-stirring music court room skit that has From the sound of this
good enough to shout about. Franklin on trial for three song and others like
After having ush- charges: #1 Trying to take "Praise Joint (Remix) and
ered in God's Property, the the gospel to the world #2 "IfYou've Been Delivered,"
young, full-of-soul group Making gospel music to it's certain Franklin hasn't
that broke all kinds of bar- secular and #3 Trying to heard the last from his
riers, including heavy rota- tear down the walls of reli- skeptical critics.
Aside from foottion on MTV, BET, and gion. These are accusations
grooves,
mainstream radio with that this Ft. Worth-native stomping

Plcll+Rlcll
EWDI

WAKEA

Franklin also does a nice
job of creating many soft,
melodic ballads which do
nothing but profess God's
love like the calming "Hold
Me Now" and the heartening ''You Are_."
Perhaps the most
uplifting song on the album
is the grand ''Lean On Me,"
a collaborative effort with
R&B heavyweight R. Kelly,
queen of hip-hop soul Mary
J. Blige, rock star Bono and
contemporary Christian
singer Crystal Lewis.
Gospel Singer Fred
Hammond makes an awesome appearance on the
hand-clapping''My Desire,"
a Sunday morning ditty
that incorporates serious
guitar, snares and horns,
making it easy to ''Dance

for the Lord," as Franklin
would say.
Although not as satisfying as Franklin's previous albums, The Nu Nation Project represents the
rapid evolution in contemporary gospel music that
has been somewhat spearheaded by this talented
Texan.
His efforts to reach
young people spiritually
through the use of hip-hop
and beats traditionally
suited for R&B, displays
his undying need to master
his calling the only way he
knows how-through
music.
By Zharmer Hardimon

Entertainment Editor

The first nine people to correctly unscramble all the movies
below will win a video of their choice courtesy of Miramax
Home Entertainment. Claim your prize by bringing the
correct answers and this issue of the paper to The Panther
office in the bottom of the MSC, room 114

VHA

LEYPTN

NSWO

RDISER

Congratulations
..
.
.to last issue's winners: James Adams , comnunications , senior·, Breta Jones , Eng11·sh , sophom ore,• M'1chae l Moore,
~~hamcal engmeenng. ~reshman; Attache Allen, computer science,junior; Latuisha Trice, biology,junior; Maya Jackson, animal science
Jumor; Lee Beal, accountmg, freshman; Kendra Robetson, accounting,freshman; Letha Crittenden, health, senior.
'
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.Will Smith excites in Enemy of th e State
1

Will Smith and .
Gene Hackman
star in the fastpaced, actionpacked thriller
Enemy of the State

If you are one who enjoys action-packed movies that keep you on the edge of your
seat, then you don't wantto hesitate in checking out Enemy of the State, the new non-stop
thriller starring movie/television/rap star Will Smith.
The movie hit theaters Friday, Nov. 20, and just like every other movie starring
Smith, it was a treat.
Smith plays the role of a successful attorney who innocently gets involved in a
high-risk government scandal, getting accidentally framed by a friend. He dramatically
attempts to escape death through the practice of guerrilla warfare.
Co-starring in the film is award-winning actor Gene Haclunan, who not only -puts
on a fantastic performance but also contributes to the great on-screen chemistry between

.

~~s~.

The film can be best described as two hours and 20 minutes of high-powered
antics action and adventure that is sure to excite and entertain.
' This holiday season, I recommend Enemy to you and yours. It is definitely worth
the money, so don't sleep. Go see this movie, you won't regret it.
By Kalyn L. Bulloc~

Open
Mic
Consumer Racism
Fight for our rights.
Consumer Racism.....
Most things are here again,
Is that the funniest thing
And we still have to fight.
you've ever seen?
Alonzo Jackson
The last time I checked all
just wanted a shirt.
money was green.
Instead he got treated
You walk in the store,
]Like he did some dirt.
They don't even speak.
Even Chevron
You pick up some Tommy,
Doesn't
want to give way.
They start to tweek.
The people of Kennedy Heights
Isn't this a tme
Just want a cheap place to stay.
When people are equal?
Now I don't know
It seems as though
What you've been told,
It is only a sequel
Of when the activists had to But Black or White

This stuffs gotten old.
We need to wake up
And see the light,
Because everyone knows
That this so/o#@ ain't right.
Consumer Racism ....
C'mon XQY people let's
stop this s%#@
Before .mx people have to
get ing'nitll

-Catherine L. Ewing

2 uestions
1. Whose bright idea was it to change the upstairs of the
MSC into a high school cafeteria?
2. Why were there people on the AKA and Zeta lines who
had previous interviews with Delta?
3. Speaking of this year's neophytes, why did the Deltas
act like the Fall '98 probate show was their show?
4. Why do some maintenance men try to holla' at female
students?
5. Why is the December 1998 graduating class so live?
6. Will President Hines be upset about the front page
story of this issue?
7. Does Dodge/Chrysler's "Neon" automobile stand for
Ni@#as Everywhere On Neons?
8. Why is the week before finals called "Dead Week" when
we still have classes?
9. Why are some of ya'll sofa king re todd it?
10. Why do we love some professors, but hate their
tests ( i.e. Mrs. L. Pointer, Mrs. C. Means, Dr. L.
Williams, Mr. Hussein, Dr. Harvey, Mr. Ravi)?
11. Who was on suspension more in 1998: The Marching
Storm or the Omegas?
12. Why is the term "hater" mo' tired than we will be after
next week's exams?
13. Why are folk puttin' anonymous "Shout-Outs" in the
paper like they are still in junior high?
14. Do ya'll really believe the ad the Kappa's put in this
issue of the paper ?
15. Why is it that on stations like 104 KRBE we hear
internet advertisements, but on 97 .9 "Tb.e Box" all we
hear are bail bond commercials'?
16. Is it true NSBE is on suspension for not following the
flyer stamping procedures?

17. Does Student Activities draw organization's names out
of a hat to decide who gets suspended?18. Isn't it a shame that the freshmen have not been able
to experience a Waller Fairgrounds party?
19. Are these the bomb-a*% 20 Questions, or what?
20. Why will I miss doing these 20 Questions so much?
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Kindling Kinship

c5Judenfs 1s.houl--ouf' lo :l+a.ir.ie V.iem /am.i./y
To: ALL STUDENTS!!!
This semester was a success.
We would like to thank you all
for your active participation to
make this campus a better one.
We have been through several
struggles to come out on top!!!
We look forward to working
with you all in the spring.
Happy Holidays and Be Safe!!!

From: The Student Government
Association
To: Dr. Pointer & Dr. Kneel
It's people like the two of you who make
the most wonderful difference in the
lives of students. Thank you for the
encouraging and uplifting of me.
love, Patrin.a Bostic

To:

The SGA Senate

We would like to thank you for
your h ard work thi s semester.
You all have made SGA a
success. But, it is not over yet.

To: Joe Thibodeam
Coogratulations Graduate!! You
Fmal.ly did it. Keep your mind oo the
right track and God# 1 in your life.
Keep in touch and stay SWEET!!

From: Myishea

Famly

To my beautiful motlier, sisttt & family
(stepfather)-Josepb. For all of their love
& support throughout these years... I just
want lo say I love you au & 1banlc You.

From: Eddie Sherrod

To: The BroUaen ot Kappa Alpha Psi
Fra&em.lly. Inc.
I would like lo say it's been a pleuwe boading
with you guys - you all don't let the chapter die
- remember yesterday is hi.stay, tomon-ow is a
mystery, today is a gift, that's why Ibey call it

the p-esenL

From: Paul W. KaM #8 K.S.M. C.
To: TBM and GSS
Remember 1 Corinthians 12:26

To: Margaret & Lisa Sherrod &

-

you can always count on me.

From:DLC
To: Eddie Sherrod
Congratulations! _ even though we
have our ups & downs - I'm going to
miss you. Good Luck!

From: Lee

To: Dorian & Joyce Dixon
This is a shout-out lo my girls -GSS &
DLC. The semester was exciting and I
am looking forward to the next one!
Keep doing what ya doing!
From: La Raya Felton

To:JoeRockhead
I love you. Coming to PY was the best
thing you could have done to malce us
closer. Continue lo be that diva sister
of mine and 111 keep showing you how
lo be a diva.
From: FACE
To: Ebony Mitchell
Thaw for representing 98 & 99 Ms.
Black& GoldfortheEtaGamma
Chapt« of Alpha Phi Alpha

Fraternity, Inc.
From: Adrian Carter

Home is where the heart
is. Never betray family; its
the anchor of existence and
energy for living.

To: AD PVAMU's students
Congratulations to all Dec. 98
graduates - and for all of the returning
students, have a safe & happy holiday.

From: Brian Dickens, Director of
Student Activities
To: Catherine Ewing

, 'l>r. X 2Jal!rip

To: Zharmer

20 Questions will never be the same
without you, nor will the office.
Good Luck!!

From: Stutknt Publications
To:

I wish you

much success in life
and thanks for being a great
friend.

I'll truly miss you!

From: Toy Green
To: Dr. Olga Adair
Thank: you for believing in me and
bringing out my best. You have a
beautiful spirit. You are a most
professor. Yes, the BEST!!! - I Love
You

Y a'll fools better wreck

SW AC this year cuz I wants me a ring

shop at

before

From: #43 Myi.rhea Gilliam

I get up out this
piece!

Can

I get a

wha wha?!

Love Ya! Best of luck!

From: L. Boogie

From: Patrina
To: All ofmy graduating sorors (Al:8)
Stay focus on your future goals and
always remember to .keep God first in
your hearts. I will always love you
guys!II
.

The Women's Track
Team

To:
Be a

My Kappa Alpha Psi
Brothers

NUPE about everythm·gm· Ii.tie
Much Love #4.

From: Steven Burns Spring 98 4 club

Get some rest over the holidays - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . : : . . . . ~ - - - - - To: Christie Berry
because we have to hit the
To: Mr. James August
To: FaD 1998. AKA (Zeta G-.ma)
To: Faculty, staff, & Students
I'll never be able to thank you
Congratulations on becommiog my
Congratulations and good luck in all of
I really appreciate bow good you all
ground running in the spring.
enough for the kindness you've
sorors. 1 look forward to working with
your future endeavors.
have been to me. I look forward to
Haw-y Ro\ida-ysH
abown me. You ue a ~
you all. 1 love you!
We will mus you!
my future here.
From: SGA Ex.ecUlive Board
professor and person.
Much AKA Love, #21 - Fall 96
SKFEWEB!
From: Elena Schaaftma
Love, Palrina
From: Big Sister Wave NoMYeOIJ
From: IU Legend. of Mystu,,u
To: ne Faa117
To: Wisconsin Sleepen
To: Barbara & Roberta
To: Kanlka A-, Erica J., Fnnda B., hll
To: Kimberly Russell, LaN1ta Jacuoo,
11wlt you for the support and Love: Mommy
Congratulations to Tiffany Zachery,
G od l k
d thanks fi
A., Qunerra M., Micbael P., Damian D.,
Kandi, "F-Dub Clique"
md Daddy, Stay· 'Skee-Wee', Healba- P.,
Catb . E . g (M
)
O
UC an
or
Taa:,a W., Tanbba C., KJlha M., Wayne
Ya11 are my girl, and I want you Ill to
Bi•
enne wm
ama •
everything .
.., Brolber A, Mia Jack....., 'Lovely' Leon J.,
J., LaRon, Gboyep, Vink.a, Tony
.know that I love ya11. Stay real and on
"'-"•-AR-bear' p.....,,, Shawn and the rest of
Heather Hagger, Nikki Jones,
Hav
.....,.
-·'
Love you guys I
ea Merry and Safe Olri.stmas vacat.ioa top of the world! See ya at home in
lbe click, 'Poob'-Keo. Roocevelt, Brayton and Jaree Johnson.
•
See you in 1999!1
"Fuo.kytown."
Daddy,PeanutBllllff-Harrison,JenyJ.,
From:TheKids
From:uun-AwaltAtang
F
r, ril
Angela, Sha-Wuma,LaTriece, Tbe Pantbtt - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - . . . ; ; ._ _ _ _ _ __;..;".;.;om,;;,·;.;·;.;;e.;.;r.;;·~yn.;.G;;;.ra~y..;'T.;.;;'J_u_ _ __

From:Doris

Staff,tbeHilSquacl,DeSoto-Dallas:Nonh
Texas repramting, Houston. 'ii..e Ainl
ComingQut-Waco,FunkyTownFortWonh
- Tenilyll, and 1ut but not least .. my par1Del"
illmue 'Balmul'... to lbeBalcave...
SeeyouaUin'99.
From: Sanut's- PVAMU's Finest

To: Terrilyn, LaNita, & Ka ■di
(F.W. Clique)
It has been av~ productive semester.
I will sec ya at home & remember you
are all true when it comes to friends.

From: Kim Russell

T

O:

Do.
dL Ra
nan an a ya

Let's continue to give the
TBs hell - Divas!

From: Joyce
To: Steve Gowans
What doesn't break us, only makes us
stronger. Although we've had
problems in the past and may have
some in the future - I will always
love you.

To:S-Princas,Pnclential,
Cover Girl, & The Orade
Coogratulationssorors. lloveyouall.
Grasp your dreams and run with them.
Good Luck- andL-- wu·hes. I w1·11
"""'
mus ya11. 00-00PI!
From: "Genesis" #38of Evolution
To: Timothy Albert
I would like lo thank you for being a true
friend through all of my trials and
tribulations, but that's what brotherhood
is all about. - Thanks
From: Nupe #8 - Spr. 97

supported my through

all of

my endeavors - Holla!

From: Zharmer

To: Ladles Track Team
Much love to the women's track
team. The finest, brightest, and most
respectable women on the campus!

From: Big sista "Supafyne"

To:ChantyB

Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
I love ya'll ! ! 00-00P!

Even though we haven't kicked it
this semester like we used to, you're
still my girl. Bonded 4 Life!

From: Qiana "Sahara" Green
To: That D•Town Cl.let "D.U.I."
We've made it through another a school year
shaking those haters. Continue to keep it
real, and we11 always have ya'll back. Cause
hxxx don't like dal
Love ya Girl, Jam
From: Ya Girl From Dallas: Jamila,
WetWee, Ktisha, Anita

From: Jamilia Jackson
To Everyone who has

To:MysororsofDelta

To: Catherine Ewing
I wish you much success in life and
thanks for being a great friend. 111
truly miss you!

From: Toy Green

From:Joyce
To: Rebecca "Becky"JobDIOD
The Panther would like to thank you for
all of your support towards us throught
the last two semesters. You have been a
faithful reader. - Than.ks
From: The Panther
(We love you Becky)

To: Zbanner Hardimon
You've filled our department with so
much laughter. Where will I be without
you? Good luck and shoot for the stars!
It's a "hard-knock life!"

From: Tiffany 'T-Ree" Reeder

The End of the Semester "Shout-Outs"were designed to give the student body the opportunity
to express any thoughts and ideas to another person, but at the same time the "Shout - Outs"
were designed to raise money for a worthy cause. This semester's shout- outs will be donated
to H .T. Jones Elementary School, located near the entrance of the campus of Prairie View A&M
University. The money will be used to buy supplies based on the school's need. · If you are
interested in donating money to this cause, please contact the Office of Student Publications
at (409) 857-2132, or come by the Memorial Student Center (MSC) room 114.
Thank You and Happy Holidays!
Carlos C. Hopkins
Business Manager
pee Shout-Outs on page 16
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SPORTS .NEWS

Dakari Jahi Lenear

" --Spotlight

Height:
6'1"

Hometown:
Lubbock, TX

Age:
22-years-old

Athletic
Experience: 4 years
Positions:
Comerback
400 & 800 meter run

Personal Best:
ESPN player of the week after the victory over Langston
Dakari Lenear grabs the baton at the Prairie View relays.

Favorite Junk Food:

''I will be leaving the track team in
the very capable hands of Houston
Watson and Louis Turner ."

Animal crackers

Major:
Criminal Justice

Daleari Jahi Lenear

Football and volleyball teams end season on high note

...._. . . . ~~~~~===============

The football and volleyball teams had record setting seasons that are now coming to an unforgettable end.
Toward the middle of
the season, the Southwestern
Athletic Conference (SWAC)

With $80,000* for college,
you'll be able to concentrate
on what really matters.
Depending on the
school you attend and your college
entrance exam scores, the Naval
Reserve Officers Training Corps
(NROTC) could offer you a four-year
scholarship worth more than $80,000.
This money would cover tuition, fees and
textbooks. You'll even receive a $150 '
cash allowance each month during the
school year. What's more, you'll have an
important position waiting for you upon
graduation. Learn more. Call today.
Your education.

U Delong Bonner

NIIW
Alfy

NROTC Prairie View A&M University
1409) 857-2310
L£TTllEJOURNEYBEGIN.
Delong_Bonner@pvamu.edu
•Amount varies based upon school selected.

suspended a\\ s-po-rts at

'me \>anther foofua\\

PVAMU until further notice
after the marching storm was

team wi11 not be forgotten for
their hard work over the sea-

involved in an altercation
with the marching band of
Southern University. The suspension was ultimately lifted
allowing the volleyball team
to compete in the SWAC championship where they finished
second.
The Panthers defeated
Langston at their homecoming game in mid-season.

son. ''This was a great season,
I really enjoyed it," said Senior
Kelvin Jefferson.
The effort that the
teams have shown will never
be forgotten .
These teams have set
a standard that Prairie View
A&M University will not be
defeated and will be the best
in the SWAC.

-.
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CAMPUS NEWS
§&¾

In Brief

COMING A I I RAC I IONSI

PVAMU holds graduation ceremony
Prairie View, Texas
Commencement exercises will be held Saturday,
Dec. 12, 1998 in the Billy Nicks
Fieldhouse at 10:30 a.m.
The speaker for the
occasion is Mr. Don K Clark,
special agent in charge of the
Houston Division, Federal
Bureau of Investigation.

Candidates for graduation are encouraged to report
at 9:30 a.m. on Dec. 12.

MON

TUES

WED

THUR

FRI

SAT

7

8

9

10

11

12

•

Fin I Exa ,na ion P riod

Students given proper checkout guidelines
Prairie View, Texas
Students living in
dorms on the campus of
Prairie View A&M University are required to check
out at the end of this
semester.
Each student is
required to check out
personally.
In order to properly
check out, students should

Commencement
Rehearsal
8:30 a.m.
Billy Nicks
Fieldhouse

schedule an appointment
with the R.A. for a room
clearance between 8 a.m. - 6
p.m.
Each room should be
cleaned and each key turned
into the Residence Hall
Director along with the
signed inventory sheet.
The deadline for
check out is Dec. 11, 1998.
Failure to check out
properly will result in an
increase in fees.

Semester Ends
Commencement
10:30 a.m.

Billy Nicks
Fieldhouse

Sports from page 13
ond quarterback in history to hit this plateau and rush for
over3,000yardsin theircareer. His Broncosarealsoon pace
to complete an undefeated season this year, and Broncos
running back Terrell Davis is far above pace to break the single
season rushing yardage mark of 2,248 yards held by Eric
Dickerson.
1998 will probably be the last season for two other
notable all-time great players.
Reggie White of the Green Bay Packers continues to
dominate the defensive side of the ball. White is the NFL's alltime sack leader with 165.5 sacks to his credit, and leads the
league this season as well with 16 sacks.
Arguably the greatest wide receiver of all-time, Jerry
Rice of the San Francisco 49ers, (also a member of the all-time
great Black college team from Mississippi Valley State)
continues to increase his lead in the record books. Rice
currently holds 13 NFL records, including all-time receiving
yardage leader (16,377), most touchdowns scored (170), and
most receptions (1,111).
Even after today's greats are gone, there are a
number of up and coming players waiting to take their place
in the history books.
Rookie receiver Randy Moss of the Minnesota Vikings, is the heir apparent to Rice's throne. Moss currently
ranks first in the NFL with 47 receptions for 1,014 yards and
11 touchdowns. He also has scored nine times on receptions of
40 yards or more, ranking him second all-time for touchdown
receptions of 40 yards or more in only his rookie season.
Though he has not played a down professionally,
running back Ricky Williams of the University of Texas is
also highly touted as a star of tomorrow.
Affectionately known as "Lil' Earl" by the media (A
reference to the former University of Texas star and NFL
great Earl Cambell) Williams broke 17 NCAA records, including the most touchdowns scored (75), and the all-time NCAA
rushing record with 6,082 yards during his four years at the
University of Texas to surpass Tony Dorsett. Williams should
be the number one pick in next season's draft.

The campusMCI Hummer.
Your connection to great stuff.
The campusMC!- Humme,e is coming to campus soon.
Check it out for your chance to win great prizes,
including Cannondale• mountain bikes, Rollerblade™
Viablade™ Parkway in-line skates, skateboards (provided by Tum Yeto), Vew-do• balance boards, Cdnow
prize packs and more! (We're giving away everything
but the Hummer!)
To qualify, just use your campusMCI Car~or school
sponsored telephone service.* For every $10 worth of
calls, you get one chance to win. The more you call,
the better your chance to win! The contest runs
through December, so keep calling all semester long.
The campusMCI Card is a Communication 101sM nobrainer for staying connected to family, friends and the
world. Now it can connect you to awesome prizes too!

Call Customer Service to sign up today!
1-800-335-5523
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COMIC RELIEF
rt from page 8
fluenced Lawrence. In 1938,
Lawrence completed a "portrait" series of Haitian revolutionary
Toussaint
L'Ouverture that comprises
41 paintings in tempera on
paper and shows his narrative serial format, his use of
flat, two-dimensional forms
and his concern with the human struggle.
Lawrence
also
painted scenes from the slavery period and civil rights
movement such as his "portrait" series of Frederick
Douglass, Harriet Tubman,
and John Brown where he

statement.
The lawsuit, which
was filed in federal court in
Austin in September 1997,
was funded by TFNs parent
organization, the Texas State
This story was reprinud courtesy of
Teachers
Association.
Tiu Black Collegian.
Foster was represente d bY
attorney's Bryan Cantrell and
Lance Lackey from the law
Suit from page 1
firmofWest, Webb,Allbritton
and Gentry.
Reg Weaver, vice
reprisal."
The jury did not have president of the 2.3 million
the authority to reinstate Fos- member National Education
ter to his former position. Association, said, "I am
However, Federal Magistrate pleased to learn of William
Judge Alan D. Albright is ex- Fosters victory in his lawsuit
pected to rule within the next against the (PVAMU) ad minfew months on Foster's rein- istration. Itisunconscionable

that any institution of higher
education in this country
would violate the rights of one
of its faculty members."

Marketing Association.
Beckwith plans to attend law school upon graduation to become an executive
director of a prominent marketing firm.
p ageant from page 1
The men of the Zeta
Beta Chapter were very
pleased with the pageant's sueEntertainment was cess. Theyarelookingforward
provided by the award win- to next year's pageant. This
ning members of the Classic year'spageantwouldnothave
Dance Ensemble performing been possible without
"Birth of a Nation".
Krimson and Kream the comBeckwith, a native of mittee Anthony Webber, coNew Orleans, LA, is a mar- chairman;JonathanTamplin,
ketingmajor. Sheparticipates co-chairman; Damon H.
in many organizations includ- Mattox, logistics and informaing Delta Sigma Theta Soror- tion, and Troy K Robinson,
ity, Inc. and, the American polemarch.

uses steep, skewed perspectives and sharp, angular forms
to convey the energy, movement and tension of their narratives.
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run In

an directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Boom
Brick

Bug
Bullion

Coast
Coins
Digger
Fleld

Foll
Leaf
Medal
Mine

Rush
Smith
Standatd

ACROSS
I Networlc
SMoo-

10

11

8~ica
section

12 "ADealh
inlbe
Family" author
13 F1aptict - - - - - 14 Excoriare
IS 1849 event
17 Peregrinlle
18 Holster
la--t--+-00CUplllt

19 Followed

order
21 Paul's
"Mad

About
You"
00-llar

2A Lingerie
seleclions
25 Corrosive

liquid

26Fivep.m.
orso
30Yoo maid-

en fair
31 Highway
pylons
32 Thickness
33 lt makes
-~ - - - - - - - -

730rev-

olutions
per year
35 Miracle silC
36.Actress
Lamarr
37 "Lay, Lady,
Lay" singer
381.eu

41 lnicnd
42 Household

staffer

.,_,.c......_.

43 Vade
mccum
l : = ~_

_;i._,____.-""EN'-"D:.;.•;:.;.•._. 48 Tour-de-

France
transport

49 Peculiar
so Competent
SI Mid-month,
roughly

52 Palh
53 Credi10r's
right

8 From the
top

9 Str11agem
JOExcept
11 WIIChcd

16 Head for
the finish

I Periodical,
for short

Jioc
20 Scroogean
outcries
21 Corned
beef recipe

2 Freudian

22Canyon

DOWN

coocept
3 Poivre

panner

comeback
23 Stead

4 Bet both

24 Small
hopper

ways

26 Touring

S Whirled
6 Pan of
H.R.H.
7Thrown
from the

saddle

com:,any's

performance
27 October
Stone
28 Radius'

neighbor
29 Farrah's

ex
31 Masticale
34 Scholarship name
35 Percus-

sion piece
37 Accomplished
38 Both: prefix

39Setdown
40 Analogous
to

41 Mayberry
marshal
44 Lord Byron's
daughicr

45 Sapporo
sash

46 Bullring
bravo
47 Author

Follen
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THE FINAL WORD
Shout-Outs Continued from page 12

has supported The
he good and bad
ver ·
r faith in
e
eatly

To:

ti
us
appreciated.
From: The Panther
Thanks to all the students who
worked so faithfully on
The Panther this year.
From: G. T. & Doc

To: Graduating Brothas of

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
May God Bless You Brothers and
Congratulations - Eddie, Phillip,
J-Bell, Trevi, & Damon
From: T- Webb

To: Jimmy
I'm going to miss you over the
month. I can't wait until we're
together again. - I Love You!
Love: Tianya

To:Criminal Justice Majon

To: All my sistas of PreUy Phi

I hope the things you've learned at PVU
become a stepping stone to accomplish
greater things. Always keep God first
and everything else will fall into place.

PreUy
There is nothing a pretty girl can't do.
I may be learning, but we will always
be sisters. - I love you!
From: Your soror, Big Sister Bonita

Keshia Bland
I wanna shout out to my girl Stephanie
Bowers "keep it real" and Happy Belated
Birthday to my girl Keshia Bland!

To: Antonio Singleton A*K*A Biscuit

To: Ebony Mitchell
We are grateful for having a special
woman as yourself for our~
Black and Gold 98-99 Stay Sweet
From: Joe Taylor

From: Ms. FOJ1Cher

To: Natasha Gransberry
Girl, we have come a long way
and I'm glad that we got cool.
I'm going to miss your straightforward personality. Continue
to keep it REAL and you will go
far. Congrats and I wish you
much success in your future.

Congratulations! I wish you the very
best in life. If you ever need anything,
111 be here for you. - Love Ya with all
my heart.

From: Almika

To: Stephanie Bowers and

From: Terrilyn Gray 'TJ"

To: The Resurrection
- Fall '98

Much love for you T. Berry.

i H rman
i•n~,-an of our trength and wisdom

From: Erica Hughes

put together, we're unstoppable.

To: Alpha Kappa Alpha
Congrats
From: #27 Fall '96

To: 84 Legends of Mystique Fall 98
Congratulations on a job well done.
Continue to uphold the true spirits of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
From: Ex-Files - Spring '98 A(J)A
To: The Graduating Soron of Delta
Sigma Theta
Good luck in all of your future endeavors.
It was a blessing lo know and grow with all
of you. All of you lovely ladies will be
missed. God-bless - and OO-OOP!
From: Roe/cell Williams '7k Ace"

To: That cute little Grad Assistant
Keep on givio' those rub dowos ... cuz if I
want ya, I'm gonna getcha! Best hands
in theSWAC?
-Let me be the judge of that!

From: Sexy legs

you've given to me. No other link can
ever be like the 23 Audacious NeXXus
Under Seige.
From: Tiffany 'Zachery 11'2 Fall 96 "Iii

Princess"
To: My Heavenly Father

I would like to thank him for blessing
me and giving me the strength to hold
on, and for giving me this day.

From: Eddie Sherrod - Graduating
Senior - Dec. 98

To: Jawana Aquilliard
We make the best Krimson and
Kream team on the yard
-Maintain
From: Anthony Webber

To: Fall 98

The Resurrection Line
of A<l>A
Let's make it happen.
From: #8 South Park
To: Renaldo Quinsey

In this end, there is a new beginning. I'm confident that you are
ready to face any new challenges.
Congratulations!
From: Tiffany Edwards
To: Our Beautiful Soron ol Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc.
lbrough the stonns, trials and tests of our
beloved sisterhood, WE have STOOD the
test oflime! We love you! 00-00P

From: "Prudential" (Jenn) and "Cap'n"
(Dani)

To: The Eta Beta Step Team
"When you looking real good, like real
Deltas should, them don't like that!"
Continue to put the boot down and win
#1! Black, lead them into the next
millioeum!

To: Monica Myers
The "2's" run together!
I'm proud of you.

From: Damon

From: Survivor #1
To: Damon ff. Mattox
Thanks for the leadership - we will
miss you. Good Luck in all your
endeavors! - See you in Atlanta!
From: Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Inc.
To: All my graduating Soron (L\!.8)
Your time has come to depart Eta Beta,
but I know your work for Delta will live
on!! Congratulations on completing one
of your major goals.
Stay focus. Love you!!

From: #33 Tasha Robinson

To: BSM, Classic Dance Ensemble, The
Brothers & Sisters of PX'I', the
Brothers ol <J>Bl: Fraternity Inc. - and
the many people with whom I am
acquainted.
Thank all of you for making my collegiate
years some remarlcable ones! To BSM MassConfusioo!, to Classic Dance
E.nsemble - not to much!, To PX'I' - Sex
Files Rules!, To <J>Bl:- I don't mean to
toot my own horn, but you boys are about
to wreck! And to Marcus Robinson - Foo
Boota Soo till the I die!

From: Ky ran 'Trauma I Double Trouble"
Bowman

Congratulations to

EtaGamma#4
From: the Eta Beta #4
To: Khaleiah
You've been a great friend to me
- PV needs some more REAL
women Like You!
From: Carlos
To: R~urection; Fall '98 Acl>A
Congratulations and continue to
hold up the light.
From: Ex-Files; Spring '98 A cf>A

Love ya

To: 1998 Graduates
Congratulations lo all Graduating
Students. Succe&s in your new Careers!
- Coogratulations to Summa Clim Laude
Spring '98 Graduate Frie Gajthec on

From: Khaleiah

complelion of his tint -

To: Carlos Hopkins
Thanks for all your support as
being a good friend, "Pete"!

From: Your Ace
To: Wisconsin Sleepers, Inc.
Thank you for all of the love & support

~

Dartmouth.

•

From: Prof Carol L Adams-Means

To: K.S., L.H.,J.M., N.T., J.J.,
T, S, and C.H.
I love you !lll and I hope that
your holidays are blessed.
From: Keely Ross

To: All My Children
Please have a safe holiday
- I Love You All
(Old &New)
From: Mrs. V. W. Jackson

To: #43 Myishea Gilliam & #40
Tamika Spencer
Good Luck in Nursing School next
semester and continue to keep God
#1 in your life. - Love You!!
From: #33, #48, and 1163

To: Travise Mitchell

To: Tiffany Reeder
I've only known you for a
short time but it seems like
forever. You are the other big
sister I never had. Keep your
great personality it will take
you far. Corngratulations and I
wish you mulCh success in your
future. Much Jove for you
T.Ree'

To: Jason
You already knew I believed in you. but
now you know you can believe in
yourself. I know you're tired, but you
only have one day to resL Just don't let
them sleep on you! I Love You Baby!!!

From: Erica Hughes

To: All December Graduates
Congratulations amd Best Wishes
to the December IQraduates !
From: Mr. & Miss Prairie View
A&M University
To: C.B. of 290
It's time for you 1to make a
decision between me and your
girl! We've been sneaking
around IQQ long!
From: You krww who!

I will miss you, Cover Girl! Thank
you for not only being my soror, but
for being my friend . Congratulations! 00-00P
From: Rock.ell Williams

From: Kesha

To: All the Believers
everywhere

May the Lord Bless you real
good! Knowledge puffs up, but
love edifies - 1 Corinthians 8:1
To: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. HB chapter
Congratulations to our graduates and I
love all 67 of you and continue to do a
good job in Delta!!!!

From: Soror Ta'Nitra Tmnble 'Tre"

To: Faculty and Staff
Thanks for helping me get
through the 1st semester of my
freshman year successfully.
From: Chamellia Malone (Nelli)

To: Davida Robinson
Good Luck in nursing school.
I'm gc,i:lg to miss you.

From: ChYistopher Gregg
To: Kenneth Prdt
Happy 19th Birthday
"Krack," congratulations on
the accomplishments you've
made this semester.
To all of my BOYS and my BOYS'
BOYS - Byron, Conrad, Reggie,
Troy, Big Bear, Ced, Darryl, Mike,
Ken, AB, Ray, John - and to all of
my people in the California Club. From: Carlos'

To: All my Delta sorors!!!
Good luck on your finals and
have a safe Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year!!!
From: #43, #33, and #48
To: Temeka Brandyberg &
Stephanie Williams
Thanks for being fun and'trustworthy roommates! I Love You both
and good luck in the future!
Love Chamellia

To: Trevi
God Bless You I'll see you in Philly.
From: Joyce

